5. What do you like most about our site?

1. The colors complement each other well...but everything else is very confusing.
2. ?

6. What do you like least about our site?

1. The confusing layout and navigation. The front page is too busy, making it difficult to isolate the information I'm looking for; a lot of the links could be condensed under general categories (i.e. merge "future" and "current" students; make "about us" one of the upper options, which would link to a separate page or menu listing the options currently on the sidebar; place the news more prominently on the page); label the "splashnews" better, so that it doesn't look like a random cartoon of an anonymous person - seriously, what's up with that? - make the page size adjust with browser window size to prevent side-scrolling; and have a general resources category of maps, library info, etc.; finally, an index of the complete site would be nice, for when you know exactly what you want and don't want to follow a dozen links to get there.
2. hard to find on serch ingen
3. ?
4. nothing
5. Finding information about some things such as CougarTrax is somewhat difficult. It took me a while to find out how to login, as the information on that was not very obvious.
6. "Site within a Site" construction
7. Hard to find specific class information.
8. when i contact a person they dont answer my question. they bring me to a link
9. pages are not consistent

7. What would you like to see improved on our site?

1. See response to question 6 - the aesthetics are less important than the functionality and ease of use.
2. nothing
3. make schedule available in html format
4. ?
5. more photos
6. Perhaps an integration of Macromedia Flash would improve the site overall.
7. Add a search button to the front page
8. Individual class information
9. um.. i really like the site
10. have a consistent side bar to navigate with

8. What other information would you find helpful on our site?

1. Again, see response to question 6. It went a bit longer than intended, but is very exhaustive.
2. ?
3. Transfer schools
4. More accessible links for contacting staff, perhaps make this a login to see sort of deal?
5. Times and dates that classes begin.
6. dates of when like registration and such is.. that would be nice

10. Additional Comments:

1. The site works. It's not particularly good looking, or efficient, and takes a long series of links to arrive at anything beyond the general information, but there aren't any broken links or missing pictures, which speaks well for whoever's been maintaining and updating things.

That being said, there are some serious improvements possible in layout, page loading speed, ease of information access.

2. ?
3. So far so good.